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Page 1: Local Information from Carol Newman

KMUN = 91.9fm (or 89.5fm Tillamook)
KCPB = 90.9fm available on www.coastradio.org
KMUN on the Tune In app on hand held devices. 503-325-0010

"Similar to my sources, the Falcons, I don’t endorse all of the below."

Radio/Podcasts/TV

Jim Hightower — 2 minute pithy progressive commentary: KMUN: M & F
~11am www.jimhightower.com

Alternative Radio — Investigative journalist David Barsamian presents a Boulder, Colorado-
based nationally syndicated weekly public affairs program providing information, analyses and
views from progressive thinkers. KMUN: Thurs 3-4pm www.alternativeradio.org

Counterspin — provides a critical examination of the major news stories every week, and
exposes what the mainstream media might have missed in their own coverage. KMUN: Friday
9am www.fair.org/counterspin

Democracy Now – Daily independent news program, hosted by Amy Goodman and Juan
Gonzalez. Airs Mon-Thurs 4-5pm on KMUN and Mon-Friday 10-11pm on KCPB.
www.democracynow.org

Le Show — Harry Shearer political satire with insight and more. KMUN: Monday
3pm KCPB: Sunday 10pm http://harryshearer.com/le-show/

Left, Right & Center — Weekly one hour program providing “A civilized yet provocative
antidote to the screaming talking heads of political debate"
KMUN: Friday 4 – 5 pm http://www.kcrw.com/news-culture/shows/left-right-center
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FROM SEATTLE SOURCE:
We’ve done our best to pull together and organize a wide range of generally progressive
resources, so that we are not just relying on mainstream media for our information. Inclusion in
this list does not necessarily imply endorsement. We’ve included a few reputable conservative
sites as well, since we believe it is helpful to understand their positions. We welcome your
comments and suggestions, but don’t know how frequently we will be able to update this list.

Ruth Neuwald Falcon & Rabbi Ted Falcon

Blogs, magazines, news sites

AlterNet – Political and cultural E-zine with original journalism, commentary, weblogs and
videos. Publishes their own pieces and links to those from other sources.

AMERICAblog – A journal of news and opinion about US politics, both domestic and
foreign, from a progressive point of view.

The Atlantic – Print edition of the magazine publishes ten issues a year. All articles available
on the website. Has only endorsed a candidate for president three times since its founding in
1857: Abraham Lincoln, Lyndon Johnson, and Hillary Clinton.

Common Dreams – News, analysis and links to progressive organizations and information.

CounterPunch – A left-wing bi-monthly magazine published in the United States that covers
politics in a manner its editors describe as "muckraking with a radical attitude.”

Daily Kos – Daily weblog with political analysis on U.S. current events from a liberal
perspective.

Huffington Post – News, blogs and original content.

The Intercept – An online magazine, which serves as a platform to report on the documents
released by Edward Snowden, and “to produce aggressive, adversarial journalism across a
wide range of issues” in the long term.

In These Times – An independent, nonprofit politically progressive monthly magazine
“dedicated to advancing democracy and economic justice, informing movements for a more
humane world, and providing an accessible forum for debate about the policies that shape our
future.”

Mother Jones – An independent news organization, featuring investigative and breaking news
reporting.

Moyers & Company – Essays and videos by managing editor Bill Moyers, as well as the
perspectives of other journalists, scholars, activists and others.
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Nation of Change – A nonprofit news and activism organization with a mission to enact
progressive change through positive action.

The Nation – Weekly journal of opinion, featuring political and cultural analysis.

The New Republic – A media organization “dedicated to addressing today’s most critical
issues.”

The New Yorker – A magazine of reportage, commentary, criticism, essays, fiction, satire,
cartoons, and poetry.

Politico – Political news about campaigns, Congress, lobbyists and issues.

PoliticusUSA – “Fiercely corporate free” news and analysis.

ProPublica – An independent, non-profit newsroom that produces investigative journalism in
the public interest.

Salon.com – In-depth news, politics, technology and culture.

Sojourners Magazine – A progressive monthly publication of the Christian social justice
organization Sojourners.

Tablet – An American Jewish general interest online magazine sponsored by Nextbook.

Talking Points Memo – Politically left commentary on political events.

Tikkun – A quarterly interfaith Jewish left-progressive magazine. The name comes from the
Hebrew word that means, to heal, repair and transform the world.

Truthdig – Progressive news site.

Truthout – A non-profit news organization with a web site and a daily newsletter.

Utne Reader – A quarterly magazine that reprints articles on politics, culture and the
environment, generally from alternative media sources.

Yes! Magazine – Concerned with building a more just, sustainable, and compassionate future
with articles about economic alternatives and peace options.

Vox.com – General interest news site.

Washington Monthly – Center-left non-profit bi-monthly magazine.
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Newspapers

Christian Science Monitor – An international news organization that delivers global
coverage.

The Forward – Print and online independent newspaper focusing on coverage of the issues,
ideas and institutions that matter to American Jews.

The Guardian – A British newspaper with an online U.S. version. Profits are reinvested in
journalism. “The world’s leading liberal voice.”

The New York Times – An American daily newspaper.

Washington Post – Breaking news and analysis.

Radio/Podcasts/TV

Free Speech TV – A national, independent news network committed to advancing progressive
social change. Carries Democracy Now and Thom Hartmann, among others, via their live
stream or archived material.

Mic.com – A media company that targets millennials with news, opinion, reviews and
analysis.

On the Media – WNYC's weekly investigation into how the media shapes our
worldview. Airs in Seattle at 6 PM on Sundays on KUOW.

The Real News Network – A daily video news and documentary service based in Baltimore,
MD and Toronto, Canada.

The Thom Hartmann Program – Monday through Friday progressive talk radio syndicated
by Pacifica. Live in Seattle on KBCS-FM from 9 AM to noon, or download the KBCS app
onto your device. Prior to his run for the presidency, Bernie Sanders appeared weekly on the
show ("Brunch with Bernie") for fifteen years.
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Watchdog and Advocacy Groups

FactCheck.org – A non-partisan non-profit site that “aims to reduce the level of deception and
confusion in U.S. politics.” A project of the Annenberg Public Policy Center of the University
of Pennsylvania.

Faith in Public Life – A strategy center for the faith community advancing faith in the public
square as a powerful force for justice, compassion and the common good.

FreePress – An advocacy group whose mission statement says, “We fight to save the free and
open Internet, curb runaway media consolidation, protect press freedom, and ensure diverse
voices are represented in our media.”

Media Bias/Fact Check – An independent online media outlet, “dedicated to educating the
public on media bias and deceptive news practices.”

Media Matters for America – A politically progressive media watchdog, with a stated
mission of “comprehensively monitoring, analyzing, and correcting conservative
misinformation in the U.S. media.”

Naked Capitalism – An American financial news and analysis blog that “chronicles the large
scale, concerted campaign to reduce the bargaining power and pay of ordinary workers relative
to investors and elite technocrats.”

Project Vote Smart – A non-partisan site that provides information on every current or
prospective elected official.

Resilience – “A portal dedicated to raising awareness on the topic of peak oil production and
actions that can be taken.”


